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PO. Box 559,
" - - -Lone ~Pine, Calif..,

Dear Bob :" ..
May

i5' .196 .

Somehiow m r Impression upon rea;dIng -your letter
was that you had n mind ""jranafinite Numbers''" and 2 -soon
real .zed an adequate answer . would be aimo t a book, if the

• ramifications In Mysticism and Philosophy-along with Mathematics
was taken into account .' However, the error-was .-not so far-
-fetched - when one remembers that Cantor's proof of the existence
of - a non-denumerable Tranaf inite Involved the Transcendental . •
Numbers

To determine what 'Transcendental dumbersA It is desirable to -
"begin-wl~h the definition of "Algebraic Numbers, For a first
approximation we may ' say : -"An algebraic n .ber is any number that
can be a r" oot ofan al ebralo: equation. having integral coefficients,"
But this" becomes extended In the .light- of Cantor's proof that any

: .root of an algebraic equation havix- al _„eoralc nu ber_s (not
exclusively integers) as ,coefficients is an algebraic number .
An algebraic equat .on is one in 'which trigor_ometric, , e c °nent a1 and
'loger-ithmic functions do- not appear. " This :extends the notion off'
algebraic rnumber to all the ordinary f amilia,r numbers except two,
i. e .', all integers both pbsitve and negative, all "fr ~:ctions, all
irrational-s of the~type such as the nth root of a, all imaginaries
and 's31 complex numbers -of the. farm a plus , - whore i is . the
square-roor of minus 1 .' The two excluded fanii1iar _ numbers are pi

" and e. ; .'

Without going `into the qu ostion. of whether the principal of
the excluded .iddle,- characteristic of- Arist41lan logic, in reasoning
about irnf nite .classes ie valid or not, cantor proved or seemed to •,
-prove that the Bvm - sum-total of all algebraic numbers is denumerable,

` ' i .e., can be placed iii one-yto--one correlation with t .e positive .
integers . . That is to say that theF can -be counted, though it would
tabe an Infinite time. to do so . Quite otherwise is it with the
Transeendenta.l Numhere.; = Cantor's, demonstration seems to show _ that
they are so much more numer.Xous than algebra c 'numbers that the3 "
cannot tie counted, In other worde they awe non-denumerab e . They-

--belong" to an ,"infinity of a higher- order such as

Assuming that the . C ,nt•or proof . that the cardinal ty of the
-Transcendental Numbers` is- infinitely; greater than the cardinality
of all -ot Rr algebraic , numbers combined, it .-comes with something _ -

' of a' shock to realize- that' only two Transcendentala are well' known,- -
in the modern per; od of ; mathematies (_'i . e . , from DesCarues to the"
present) a number off classes, of 'I'rs.nscendental `Numbers'. have. been
discovered, . of which the `following -are two examples :

1,. Numoers .of the form "1 plus "1 plush, 1 plust
n a_ n2 n6 n2' plus

where n is a .real",number greater than'1 and the ind.ecies
are- the aeries of -factorals .

"



2 . All numbers of the type ab'where a-1s-neither O ;nor l and
' b AB any irrational algebraic number .

It is 'easily ' seen ..that 1n either case this gives us an .infinity
of Transcendental numbers, : 'the history off , natnematice reveals
that it Is 'easier to"find-` infinite - classes of 'Transcendentals . than
,to prove` that Any wives." n her, such as -pi and :ep .•are Tranecendentals .
'Hermite - gav.e the proof in-- the case of'- e , s' Tne transcendental ty
of e was proven -by Mervite and 'oi pl by `Li,°nder~manr .

The num' ers pi- and e are of 'suca izaport a .nce• that someone has
said 'a, universe without those numbers could not exist ., though this'
view ' Ias not generally aocepte : 'But Ka.s er and New,~ian In ;;heir
book, "Mathe aties. and the immnst ion 'have have said, ';Buy, without : .
these maths atioa arty? facts, what ,we know about the . sun and tides,
i ndeed, our ability to describe ail natural pnenomena,,° physical,
biological, chemical or, statistical ; would be reduc"ed" to .pi~ mitive
dimensions.." The` question here is really ph11osophical, As an
Introceptional Idealist I lean toward a positive answer:.to the
question ; Is .a necessity for thought a `necessity for Reality?

(The last statement needs amplg f ication Uo 'doubt, 'on-the
ordinary .level of thought ; such as that which characterizes empiric
science, . -there ,is -a contrast between-the concept or idea, and its .' . .
referent . -- Thus the concept, "tree'' and . the tree itself' belong
to two different .orders,' or, at 1eadt," z30 they appear : Here it,
would not seem that - -law of thought As' a _law of nature- It all

. = ' appears dualistic.' But' even- at a lower level of the High
'Indifference, as reported id-`'Pathways", concept and the object
of eoneeptA.on fused. into Identity., The dichotomy vanished. . .. .In

" fact this ; is .an. aspect or 'advaita . At this level. one would say
that there -is no difference between a ,law of thought and -a- law
of Reality . Now all this -Is pertenent to 'the mathematical,
-question _if one has in mind'my theory of the nature of mathematics, .
particulary in the " case of Transcendental cumbers and Tra,nefinite , .
:Numbers,.- Bear in mind- we are speaking only of -Pure Mathematics, -
not applied mathematics-, which is onlye the' Science of allowed error .
Flirste there are-three, recogt' ized` theories of tne nature of math-
e, atlas, i . e ., Formalism., led by Hi,lbert, Logistieisnm ; led by Russell,
and -Intu-itionalism, Led by Brcuwer" -afld TAey,l The 'formalists would say
that mathematics i s no Fore .than .z. sort of meaningless Same of chess
wh tbh;. cone the less, Is played ass duously . The logisticists would
maintain that mathematics is'entirely reducible to logic, though
a more comprehensive logic than that of Aristotle . The intuitionaliste
NY.ould maintain. that only 'some of mathematles -i's -valid ; and they, would
abandon" all mathematics involving the infinite . . This comes closest to
the engineer`s point of, view . I do not find any of these views
adequate,, though, rio doubt, ref lecting part trutye . Thus, *no doubt
mathematics is logic, 'but it 16_` also more than logic . ' Spengler has
well-pointed out that at its-highest ranges, .,the mathe,tiat clan
transcends' abstraction and logic and :is guided, by Vision..' Logic

t 'P.lone 1s only a ,critic, it .does not create or discover . ~ This leads-
to my theory .

(I affirm what-might be called the Gnostic-2a.nay Theory or the
= thesis that mathematics is the one body of knowledge which has . . :,.
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descended-from _ - the Gnosis into " the Maya _ (or Sangsara)) with no, or
at least, m'inirral c'or °ux tIon .' Thus 1't is the greatest purity we
.know short of liberating Realization . . It is thus the one facet+of•'
Buddha . (Enligt~.texm ent) which remains unveiled In the Sarg6ara . It
is fiheref r~s e the Yogic . thread : par, excellence, and so'-I_- found-- it in `
19:x, e sere Ghe the xr ' would be -that .auithentio mathematics deals only

'_ with the iru init o, veined or explicit- ' and never with .special ` asses . )

. I eGur ng to the main thread oa our . _dJ, scusd on, t .'+ 111 be desirable - -
to show some of :the reason for-the Importance of e am p1 P3. was known
by the araci,ehts and; played a' o rt iii the_ deeper phases, o ;r 'r'eligious"

. In tiation . ` Piazzi 5mythe .ra nnuains that the, Great . Pyrimid was built
as -a 'm4.nu'( .ent to pi,' wherein it is !revealed c vr-rect: to five decimal

_ : places. .. The word "E1ohi " when the numerical .values of the k1ebrew'
letters 1s ten .1s found t'o-be an a agram or p1 . . lohim 'is equivalent '
to Kumara, Dhyan Chohan, Tathaaata and'' 1 believe ; -the Supramental

- Being : of Sri .urobindo . 4'b.ese . Being. appear to stand' on the border
. . between the truly i'r n "cende t and the m~:ndane . Here we get a hint

as to the Peal meaning of the sq, aring of the circle, or- rather the .
circulariz ng of the :square.e` (In the :lower, sense the circle cannot

' be gauared _ If-we aree restr ced. to the use ` of - a .straight-edge "f-edge-and the
1zm1OXVX, compass, but can be done .'by `other'means . ,- YP1 As the key to-this
process) The circle ` re sr.e en s the 'Tra? seen ent the square the mundcne .
It bears' very definite) :can ,the . cgtic,7r.Qb3erg,.• (-In, ray.-f1and a .the ., . .

• <transcendent . of the -circle is In its' tern; transcended by. the` -
equilateral hyperbola .) But pt : in relation --to the .. c r.cle is only part
of its signifoanoe .

`Pi Its also the value o ; cer t:{.'~n. non-tertr,irist~i :g aeries , products .
and _fractions,,, as f, ollows, {
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' ' Finally pi has a place - in the-Theory of ' Probability . . On a flat surf .e
of convent~ t size 'draw a- aeries of . parallel lines at distance a from
each other . Provide yourself with` needles of length . Throw those `r
needles so that they,', land at random on ._the- board. -'Record in two .
columns the number-that lie across the lines and Lhe number .. that lie .
in the apace- ie tee the Iinns, Do this a ,large nWxber of times .
The ratio-wi l approach tree v: ]i e of 2/pi . `3,408 tosses made in 1901

,gave the o lo1,J1 value f-or. : pi, 1 e ., 1415929 . • .i find thin .
exceedingly. significant.' It means that what we call random or chance . . .
is g9Yer.ned Dy law and therefore, there is Rio such thing,as` real

' randomness- or chance'; 'Thus randomness and- chance are not facts in-
nature nature but` a r an f e tation r f our ignorance . :`plying this to the . '
statistical theory of physical law, ~ whioh-

. elner has shown to'bet currant today, our laws are not giving _realitles of, :Naturo-,j, but are
express on " of the 3 irsi . ticsns of our k nowleoge . _'

e or L, seas .to- oe a u~~o r eeIo~i i to the modern
' period "( . e . , sine Des cartes) . - Bui Pr suggested. •e as the symbol --or
bhis• number, 'Trot of, all At is -highly- itaporttnt in the, field of .
log rithms . It 1 the b t° of the ; ate yal or p r r system . of,,
logQrt.thn and is by ,far the most. Important . (i• ,can understand why

' you shouldd be Pr, uc•~ ood . in favor 'of the 'hriggn'' system .,) but beyond
this, lake pi, ItIgs 'the ' :va uer- .of dig.forent inf'ilut& fcer1es, . non-
term sating--ffactloi7a "and- products . Bti1l ,,, or.e nte rye3tina 1s : the
fact that the. ,number enters : nto all formulae related to living
proces5e3, E.uch as, ,corporations,,, nations and

_, all human institutions .-- S ou-k:nbV its :importance In calculus and its
unique property of being 9 t s ' .owP derivative . ' Thus a./d e equals e ,
One interpretation of this 'is '-that'-rate of gr o : i -is proportional
to state c:' sro~ wth. ' 3

Cis ~ inclined
~, ~r~.'o~.e ix?fj.r~iG f- of =other Irai~s

If these tevo Trar~.scendentol Num-berc re s .o important orie the The wham'

.eruof a llptrne :Ae is more a _t' to be revs led in enaentals- a
.

e .r- non-' .
terrain .tuna toruu.la for:rs than i.xs' .their tde•cimal- forts ' owever you
may lire a look at p3 : nct i' the c P a1 for; '. hue

r

h p1. equals, . 3 .1 $ 3 592653&&i9Y93d38zzro --« : `
. . t try f07` de,iira `via es -.givingmost of(Shanks ea rl

-' r hj.5 life to the 'ob .

( Tt1~3~ ` erta. .lly, a1 r i~n:'c~ers c al, pe _wri tt in 'the mhos-tern i ati
= form', thins, t,

1 e uals .9995-9995 999999cy ='
9

'3~s
99
~----to infinity.

Important, for Cantor's proofs, j
;

• .Now to your questions :

i t vh©re didd the term "Transcendental" 'orign-ir_ate. arid. by whom?

.'Apparently it wwac Hermite, a . French, mathematician, .. Thou8b the
mathematical definition is only technical, a number,-that eanot, be
the root of- an algebraic . equation, yet- I suspect an unconscious
factorr in the selection of the word.`° The tie-in with the . Trans-

• finite through Cantor, their non-denumerable infinity, and the
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J importance of the two best known . Transcendentals'suggest tnia .

2 . Are Transcendental"numbers irrational numbers orr are 'they excluded
.` from that group?

I have seen them excluded but in general they are'in eluded . In
the'e latter, case they are,to be distinguished from the ordinary-
irr•ationais that can be' roots of algebraic equations, such as the ,
nth root of a ,in all cases=where this root is not exact .

3 If Transcendental Numbers are irrational numbers, then, how can. there
De more Transcendental. Numbers than rational'' . nwnoers? .

I suggest- that you 'study .Cantor's proofs .

4 . What significance .do Transcendental Numbers have If any'?

I have• :alreadyd handled this-in the case ofd pi . snd e ." Beyond this,
they demonstrate the existence of a, non-denumerable Infinite if 'Cantor's
proof is valid. And beyond this,one stands .n the presence of .Mystery . .
(refer to the :first 'paragraph of the High Indifference in "Pathways''_
where l refer to a higher Infinity nsdending . a lower, Infinity .
Figures provided by the, . enncept9 on of she Transfinite numbers enabled
me to be articulate in-writi'ng> on 'the -High 'Indifference beyond what would
have been otherwise` possible.)

5 . Is mathematics of today, basically-a rediscovery of past knowledge
" or. .is_it a creation of expression :by--thepresent race?

. pt ~ • 3T .kThere may be some !rediscovery,, . articularl in the earlier wyr
of the' Western Culture, but T 'think there . Is a good, deal of _ pioneering. •
'senior was impressed, and said He`planned'to take an incarnation to
acquire this` modern, material . Your: use of~`the word "creation" brings
up -a problem ,where there' ar .e philosophic -differences . . There are • those •
who maintain that mathematics is only-language and therefore invention .

` I hold'the,view that, while mathematics, of_necessity :has a language,
and this, no doubt As 'invented,, more Importantly it, gives __ substantive
Truth.' The: latter is discovered. ' '

If you have trouble' withB this' you may'' get help on- the mathematics
= z ram, Mr. , I- an%ilton, - on the . Philosophy.- froze - the head` of the Philooophy, _'

;Dept, . ., -tend, on the veiled Theosophi_c .l references from Erma .

• I. hope you do :note sk about 'the ;.-Transf inite form that might take
a ,book, and I do riot' feel that ` energet o .

tGood luck

a


